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Our class rabbit Lojzinka is speaking to you, dear listeners



WHERE is our Kindergarten ?

o just in the „Heart of the
Czech Republic“ 

o in a small village called
Hartmanice, which is located
in the Pardubice district
(Pardubický kraj) 

o It is 2 km away from Bystré,
a small town known from the
european project

„Cultural village of
Europe“

http://www.cultural-
village.com/

http://www.cultural-village.com/


With a population of only
200, most of the children
come to us from other places

http://www.hartmanice.net/

HARTMANICE IS A SMALL VILLAGE

http://www.svojanov.cz/

http://www.hartmanice.net/
http://www.svojanov.cz/


Our kindergarten is about
200 m behind
the Chapel of Saint John 
Nepomucky, which is the
dominating feature of our
nearest landscape.

We walk here very often
with children

…



Here we are! 
There are 20 children

four adults, a director,   
a teacher (me), an assistant and 
a cook Lenka at our school

Martina, the director is standing
on the right

Romana, our assistant is on the
left

I am not in the pictue , because
I am taking the photo and Lenka
is cooking in our kitchen…



Martina,                  
director

Romana,                
assistant (me) Jolana, 

teacher

Our TEAM 



This is the building, whith our
kindergarten on the first floor.

There is a lot of space behind the
building

„OUR BUILDING



Come in, please…… this is our playroom…



Kristian is

swinging …

Růženka is
getting dressed

In a dressing room…



Our delicious
snack

prepared by Lenka 



Stella (5 years old)  is
buliding a tower with
blocks.

Bolek (6 years old)  is
constructing something
with some metal metal
parts.

We use Montessori methods in our school



Work with mud! We learn
from different materials.

Josef is working at a 
workbench. We work with
different tools.



Josefína (2,5 years old)
is sawing wood
with a real saw…



Children learn about seeds
and flowers



Walking in 
Spiral…

This activity is based
on a project „from
Seed to Plant“



Five basic principles of Montessori education

These principles include: 

1. Respect for the child (this is the cornerstone on which all other principles stand)

2. The absorbent mind (children are born to learn, simply by living they learn
from the environment and are sensitive to different impulses)  

3. Sensitive periods (times when children are more susceptible to certain behaviors 
and can learn specific skills more easily)

4. The prepared environment (makes learning materials and experiences 
available to children in an orderly format )

5. Autoeducation (teachers prepare classrooms so that children educate themselves)



Emily (4 years old)                  
has a visual defect on one
of her eyes

Míra (5 years old)                   
is an autuistic boy

WE ALSO PROVIDE INCLUSION HERE 



We use these 
pictograms for
autistic Míra

Our calendar

We like these pictures
and talk about children
all around the world!



Children learn to swim
and  to love water

Eliška is happily hanging
on the edge of the pool

WE GO SWIMMING IN OUR VILLAGE, WHERE IS A POOOL



We do also
other activities

This is called

„ARTEMISSION“



We invited children from
other kindergarten to join
our program. 

We were singing, painting, 
and playing games….



Here is Kuba 
jumping on the
trampoline



„Potato day“  in autumn
2014 in Nyklovice. Our two
boys Bohoušek and Jaroušek
come from this fram. 

Yes, we were invited to a real
agricultural farm after the
potato harvest by a farmer, 
father of our two boys…



Happiness behind the
steering-wheel….

What may the boys dream
about? … who knows….



Our Lojzinka lives in the
cage and children feed her 
every day…

Calves behind the grids… 
Children admire all
animals



We play in the nature, 
here on the grass full of
fallen leaves…

Children play around the
linden (lime) tree just next
to the chapel of John 
Nepomucky



Saint Nicolaus and „Čert“  
in our school on the fifth of
December (at Advent time)

Singing and playing
Christmas carols at
Christmas 2014 



brothers and brothers ….





The time is
passing …
Pictures from our wall
panel
in our class



Thank you for your
attention

YOUR JOLANA


